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Abstract
This paper introduces QAConv, a new ques-001
tion answering (QA) dataset that uses conver-002
sations as a knowledge source. We focus on003
informative conversations, including business004
emails, panel discussions, and work channels.005
Unlike open-domain and task-oriented dia-006
logues, these conversations are usually long,007
complex, asynchronous, and involve strong do-008
main knowledge. In total, we collect 34,608009
QA pairs, including span-based and unanswer-010
able questions, from 10,259 selected conversa-011
tions with both human-written and machine-012
generated questions. We use a question gen-013
erator and a dialogue summarizer as auxil-014
iary tools to collect multi-hop questions. The015
dataset has two testing scenarios: chunk mode016
and full mode, depending on whether the017
grounded partial conversation is provided or018
retrieved. Experimental results show that state-019
of-the-art pretrained QA systems have limited020
zero-shot performance and tend to predict our021
questions as unanswerable. Our dataset pro-022
vides a new training and evaluation testbed to023
facilitate QA on conversations research.024

1 Introduction025

Having conversations is one of the most common026

ways to share knowledge and exchange informa-027

tion. Recently, many communication tools and plat-028

forms are heavily used with the increasing volume029

of remote working, and how to effectively retrieve030

information and answer questions based on past031

conversations becomes more and more important.032

In this paper, we focus on QA on conversations033

such as business emails (e.g., Gmail), panel dis-034

cussions (e.g., Zoom), and work channels (e.g.,035

Slack). Different from daily chit-chat (Li et al.,036

2017) and task-oriented dialogues (Budzianowski037

et al., 2018), these conversations are usually long,038

complex, asynchronous, multi-party, and involve039

strong domain knowledge. We refer to them as in-040

formative conversations and an example is shown041

in Figure 1.042

However, QA research mainly focuses on docu- 043

ment understanding (e.g., Wikipedia) not dialogue 044

understanding, and dialogues have significant dif- 045

ferences with documents in terms of data format 046

and wording style, and important information is 047

scattered in multiple speakers and turns (Wolf et al., 048

2019b; Wu et al., 2020). Moreover, existing work 049

related to QA and conversational AI focuses on 050

conversational QA (Reddy et al., 2019; Choi et al., 051

2018) instead of QA on conversations. Conversa- 052

tional QA has sequential dialogue-like QA pairs 053

that are grounded on a short document paragraph, 054

but what we are more interested in is to have QA 055

pairs grounded on conversations, treating past dia- 056

logues as a knowledge source. 057

QA on conversation has several unique chal- 058

lenges: 1) information is distributed across mul- 059

tiple speakers and scattered among dialogue turns; 060

2) Harder coreference resolution problem of speak- 061

ers and entities, and 3) missing supervision as no 062

training data in such format is available. The most 063

related work to ours is the FriendsQA dataset (Yang 064

and Choi, 2019) and the Molweni dataset (Li et al., 065

2020). However, the former is built on chit-chat 066

transcripts of TV shows with only one thousand 067

dialogues, and the latter has short conversations 068

in a specific domain (i.e., Ubuntu). The dataset 069

comparison is shown in Table 1. 070

Therefore, we introduce QAConv dataset, sam- 071

pling 10,259 conversations from email, panel, and 072

channel data. The longest dialogue sample in our 073

data has 19,917 words (or 32 speakers), coming 074

from a long panel discussion. We segment long 075

conversations into shorter conversational chunks to 076

collect human-written (HW) QA pairs or to mod- 077

ify machine-generated (MG) QA pairs from Ama- 078

zon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We train a multi-hop 079

question generator and a dialogue summarizer to 080

generate QA pairs. We use QA models to identify 081

uncertain samples and conduct an additional hu- 082

man verification stage. The data collection flow 083
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Figure 1: An example of question answering on conversations and the data collection flow.

is shown in Figure 1. In total, we collect 34,608084

QA pairs, including around 5% unanswerable ques-085

tions.086

We construct two testing scenarios: 1) In087

the chunk mode, a conversational chunk is pro-088

vided to answer questions, similar to the SQuAD089

dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2016); 2) In the full090

mode, a conversational-retrieval stage is required091

before answering questions, similar to the open-092

domain QA dataset (Chen and Yih, 2020). We093

explore several state-of-the-art QA models such as094

the span extraction RoBERTa-Large model (Liu095

et al., 2019) trained on SQuAD 2.0 dataset, and096

the generative UnifiedQA model (Khashabi et al.,097

2020) trained on 20 different QA datasets. We098

investigate the statistic-based BM25 (Robertson099

et al., 1994) retriever and the neural-based dense100

passage retriever (Karpukhin et al., 2020) trained101

on Wikipedia (DPR-wiki). We show zero-shot and102

finetuning performances in both modes and con-103

duct improvement study and error analysis.104

The main contributions of our paper are three-105

fold: 1) QAConv provides a new testbed for QA on106

informative conversations including emails, panel107

discussions, and work channels. We show the po-108

tential of treating long conversations as a knowl-109

edge source, and point out a performance gap be-110

tween QA on documents and QA on conversations;111

2) We introduce chunk mode and full mode set- 112

tings for QA on conversations, and our training 113

data enables existing QA models to perform bet- 114

ter on dialogue understanding; 3) We incorporate 115

multi-hop question generation (QG) model into the 116

QA data collection, and we show the effectiveness 117

of such approach in human evaluation. 118

2 QAConv Dataset 119

Our dataset is collected in four stages: 1) select- 120

ing and segmenting informative conversations, 2) 121

generating question candidates by multi-hop QG 122

models, 3) crowdsourcing question-answer pairs on 123

those conversations/questions, and 4) conducting 124

quality verification and data splits. 125

2.1 Data Collection 126

2.1.1 Selection and Segmentation 127

First, we use the British Columbia conversation 128

corpora (BC3) (Ulrich et al., 2008) and the Enron 129

Corpus (Klimt and Yang, 2004) to represent busi- 130

ness email use cases. The BC3 is a subset of the 131

World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) sites that are 132

less technical. We sample threaded Enron emails 133

from (Agarwal et al., 2012), which were collected 134

from the Enron Corporation. Second, we select 135

the Court corpus (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 136

2012) and the Media dataset (Zhu et al., 2021) as 137
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QAConv Molweni DREAM FriendsQA
Full Chunk

Source Email, Panel, Channel Channel Chit-chat Chit-chat
Domain General Ubuntu Daily TV show
Formulation Span/Unanswerable Span/Unanswerable Multiple choice Span
Questions 34,608 30,066 10,197 10,610
Dialogues 10,259 18,728 9,754 6,444 1,222
Avg/Max Words 568.8 / 19,917 303.5 / 6,787 104.4 / 208 75.5 / 1,221 277.0 / 2,438
Avg/Max Speakers 2.8 / 32 2.9 / 14 3.5 / 9 2.0 / 2 3.9 / 15

Table 1: Dataset comparison with existing datasets.

panel discussion data. The Court data is the tran-138

scripts of oral arguments before the United States139

Supreme Court. The Media data is the interview140

transcriptions from National Public Radio and Ca-141

ble News Network. Third, we choose the Slack142

chats (Chatterjee et al., 2020) to represent work143

channel conversations. The Slack data was crawled144

from several public software-related development145

channels such as pythondev#help. All data we use146

is publicly available and their license, privacy (Sec-147

tion A.4), and full data statistics (Table 9) informa-148

tion are shown in the Appendix.149

One of the main challenges in our dataset collec-150

tion is the length of input conversations and thus151

resulting in very inefficient for crowd workers to152

work on. For example, on average there are 13,143153

words per dialogue in the Court dataset, and there154

is no clear boundary annotation in a long conver-155

sation of a Slack channel. Therefore, we segment156

long dialogues into short chunks by a turn-based157

buffer to assure that the maximum number of to-158

kens in each chunk is lower than a fixed threshold,159

i.e., 512. For the Slack channels, we use the dis-160

entanglement script from (Chatterjee et al., 2020)161

to split channel messages into separated conversa-162

tional threads, then we either segment long threads163

or combine short threads to obtain the final conver-164

sational chunks.165

2.1.2 Multi-hop Question Generation166

To get more non-trivial questions that require rea-167

soning (i.e., answers are related to multiple sen-168

tences or turns), we leverage a question genera-169

tor and a dialogue summarizer to generate multi-170

hop questions. We have two hypotheses: 1) QG171

models trained on multi-hop QA datasets can pro-172

duce multi-hop questions, and 2) QG models tak-173

ing dialogue summary as input can generate high-174

level questions. By the first assumption, we train175

a T5-Base (Raffel et al., 2019) model on Hot-176

potQA (Yang et al., 2018), which is a QA dataset177

featuring natural and multi-hop questions, to gener-178

ate questions for our conversational chunks. By the 179

second hypothesis, we first train a BART (Lewis 180

et al., 2020) summarizer on News (Narayan et al., 181

2018) and dialogue summarization corpora (Gliwa 182

et al., 2019) and run QG models on top of the gen- 183

erated summaries. 184

We filter out generated questions that 1) a pre- 185

trained QA model can have consistent answers, and 186

2) a QA model has similar answers grounded with 187

conversations or summaries. Note that our QG 188

model has “known” answers since it is trained to 189

generate questions by giving a text context and an 190

extracted entity. We hypothesize that these ques- 191

tions are trivial questions in which answers can 192

be easily found, and thus not interesting for our 193

dataset. Examples of our generated multi-hop ques- 194

tions are shown in the Appendix (Table 18). 195

2.1.3 Crowdsourcing QA Pairs 196

We use two strategies to collect QA pairs, human 197

writer and machine generator. We first ask crowd 198

workers to read partial conversations, and then 199

we randomly assign two settings: 1) writing QA 200

pairs themselves or 2) selecting one recommended 201

machine-generated question to answer. We apply 202

several on-the-fly constraints to control the quality 203

of the collected QA pairs: 1) questions should have 204

more than 6 words with a question mark in the 205

end; 2) questions and answers cannot contain first- 206

person and second-person pronouns (e.g., I, you, 207

etc.); 3) answers have to be less than 20 words and 208

all words have to appear in source conversations, 209

but not necessarily from the same text span. 210

We randomly select four MG questions from our 211

question pool and ask crowd workers to answer one 212

of them, without providing our predicted answers. 213

They are allowed to modify questions if necessary. 214

To collect unanswerable questions, we ask crowd 215

workers to write questions with at least three enti- 216

ties mentioned in the given conversations but they 217

are not answerable. We pay crowd workers roughly 218

$8-10 per hour, and the average time to read and 219
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Figure 2: Question type tree map and examples (Best view in color).

write one QA pair is approximately 4 minutes.220

2.1.4 Quality Verification and Data Splits221

We design a filter mechanism based on different222

potential answers: human writer’s answers, answer223

from existing QA models, and QG answers. If all224

the answers have a pairwise fuzzy matching ratio225

(FZ-R) scores 1 lower than 75%, we then run an-226

other crowdsourcing round and ask crowd workers227

to select one of the following options: A) the QA228

pair looks good, B) the question is not answerable,229

C) the question has a wrong answer, and D) the230

question has a right answer but I prefer another231

answer. We run this step on around 40% samples232

which are uncertain. We filter the questions of233

the (C) option and add answers of the (D) option234

into the ground truth. In questions marked with235

option (B), we combine them with the unanswer-236

able questions that we have collected. In addition,237

we include 1% random questions (questions that238

are sampled from other conversations) to the same239

batch of data collection as a qualification test. We240

filter crowd workers’ results if they fail to indicate241

such a question as an option (B). Finally, we split242

the data into 27,287 training samples, 3,660 valida-243

tion samples, and 3,661 testing samples. There are244

4.7%, 5.1%, 4.8% unanswerable questions in train,245

validation, and test split, respectively.246

2.2 QA Analysis247

In this section, we analyze our collected questions248

and answers. We first investigate question type dis-249

tribution and we compare human-written questions250

1https://pypi.org/project/fuzzywuzzy

and machine-generated questions. We then analyze 251

answers by an existing named-entity recognition 252

(NER) model and a constituent parser. 253

2.2.1 Question Analysis 254

Question Type. We show the question type 255

tree map in Figure 2 and the detailed compar- 256

ison with other datasets in the Appendix (Ta- 257

ble 10). In QAConv, the top 5 question types 258

are what-question (29%), which-question (27%), 259

how-question (12%), who-question (10%), and 260

when-question (6%). Comparing to SQuAD 2.0 261

(49% what-question), our dataset have a more 262

balanced question distribution. The question dis- 263

tribution of unanswerable questions is different 264

from the overall distribution. The top 5 unan- 265

swerable question types are what-question (45%), 266

why-question (15%), how-question (12%), which- 267

question (10%), and when-question (8%). 268

Human Writer v.s. Machine Generator. As 269

shown in Table 2, there are 41.7% questions are 270

machine-generated questions. Since we still give 271

crowd workers the freedom to modify questions 272

if necessary, we cannot guarantee these questions 273

are unchanged. We find that 33.56% of our recom- 274

mended questions have not been changed (100% 275

fuzzy matching score) and 19.92% of them are 276

slightly modified (81%-99% fuzzy matching score). 277

To dive into the characteristics and differences of 278

these two question sources, we further conduct 279

the human evaluation by sampling 200 conversa- 280

tion chunks randomly. We select chunks that have 281

QG questions unchanged (i.e., sampling from the 282

33.56% QG questions). We ask three annotators 283
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Source Question Generator Human Writer
Questions 14,426 (41.7%) 20,178 (58.3%)
Type 100 81-99 51-79 0-50 Ans. Unans.
Ratio 33.56% 19.92% 24.72% 21.80% 91.39% 8.61%
Avg. Words 12.94 (±5.14) 10.98 (±3.58)
Fluency 1.808 1.658
Complexity 0.899 0.674
Confidence 0.830 0.902

Table 2: HW v.s. MG: Ratio and human evaluation.

to first write an answer to the given question and284

conversation, then label fluency (how fluent and285

grammatically correct the question is, from 0 to 2),286

complexity (how hard to find an answer, from 0287

to 2), and confidence (whether they are confident288

with their answer, 0 or 1). More details of each eval-289

uation dimension (Section A.5) and performance290

difference (Table 12) are shown in the Appendix.291

The results in Table 2 indicate that QG questions292

are longer, more fluent, more complex, and crowd293

workers are less confident that they are providing294

the right answers. This observation further con-295

firmed our hypothesis that the multi-hop question296

generation strategy is effective to collect harder QA297

examples.298

2.2.2 Answer Analysis299

Following Rajpurkar et al. (2016), we used Part-Of-300

Speech (POS) (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) and Spacy301

NER taggers to study answers diversity. Firstly,302

we use the NER tagger to assign an entity type to303

the answers. However, since our answers are not304

necessary to be an entity, those answers without en-305

tity tags are then pass to the POS tagger, to extract306

the corresponding phrases tag. In Table 3, we can307

see that Noun phrases make up 30.4% of the data;308

followed by People, Organization, Dates, other nu-309

meric, and Countries; and the remaining are made310

up of clauses and other types. Full category distri-311

bution is shown in the Appendix (Figure 3). Note312

that there are around 1% of answers in our dataset313

are coming from multiple source text spans (exam-314

ples are shown in Appendix Table 17).315

2.3 Chunk Mode and Full Mode316

The main difference between the two modes is317

whether the conversational chunk we used to col-318

lect QA pairs is provided or not. In the chunk mode,319

our task is more like a traditional machine reading320

comprehension task that answers can be found (or321

cannot be found) in a short paragraph, usually less322

than 500 words. In the full mode, on the other hand,323

we usually need an information retrieval stage be-324

fore the QA stage. For example, in the Natural325

Answer type Percentage Example
Prepositional Phrase 1.3% with ‘syntax-local-lift-module‘
Nationalities or religious 1.3% white Caucasian American
Monetary values 1.6% $250,000
Clause 5.4% need to use an external store for state
Countries, cities, states 8.9% Chicago
Other Numeric 9.6% page 66, volume 4
Dates 9.6% 2020
Organizations 11.4% Drug Enforcement Authority
People, including fictional 12.5% Tommy Norment
Noun Phrase 30.4% the Pulitzer Prize

Table 3: Answer type analysis.

Question dataset (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), they 326

split Wikipedia into millions of passages and re- 327

trieve the most relevant one to answer. 328

We define our full mode task with the following 329

assumptions: 1) for the email and panel data, we 330

assume to know which dialogue a question is corre- 331

sponding to, that is, we only search chunks within 332

the dialogue instead of all the possible conversa- 333

tions. This is simpler and more reasonable because 334

each conversation is independent; 2) for slack data, 335

we assume that we only know which channel a 336

question is belongs to but not the corresponding 337

thread, so the retrieval part has to be done in the 338

whole channel. Although chunk mode may be a 339

better way to evaluate the ability of machine read- 340

ing comprehension, the full mode is more practical 341

as it is close to our setup in the real world. 342

3 Experimental Results 343

3.1 State-of-the-art Baselines 344

There are two categories of question answering 345

models: span-based extractive models which pre- 346

dict answers’ start and end positions, and free-form 347

text generation models which directly generate 348

answers token by token. All the state-of-the-art 349

models are based on large-scale language models, 350

which are first pretrained on the general text and 351

then finetuned on QA tasks. We evaluate all of 352

them on both zero-shot and finetuned settings, and 353

both chunk mode and full mode with retrievers. In 354

addition, we run these models on the Molweni (Li 355

et al., 2020) dataset for comparison and find out 356

our baselines outperform the best-reported model, 357

DADgraph (Li et al., 2021a) model, which used 358

expensive discourse annotation on graph neural 359

network. We show the Molweni results in the Ap- 360

pendix (Table 11). 361

3.1.1 Span-based Models 362

We use several models finetuned on the SQuAD 363

2.0 dataset as span extractive baselines. We use 364

uploaded models from huggingface (Wolf et al., 365
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Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 40.04 46.90 59.62 57.28 68.88 75.39
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 36.22 44.57 57.72 58.84 71.02 77.03
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 53.54 62.58 71.11 64.93 76.65 81.27
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 48.92 57.33 67.40 63.64 75.53 80.38
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 50.78 59.73 69.11 67.80 78.80 83.10
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 51.95 65.48 73.26 64.98 76.52 81.69
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 58.81 71.67 77.72 66.76 78.67 83.21
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 59.93 73.07 78.89 67.41 79.41 83.64
T5-11B (UnifiedQA) 44.96 61.52 68.68 - - -

Table 4: Evaluation results: Chunk mode on the test set.

2019a) library. DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) is a366

knowledge-distilled version with 40% size reduc-367

tion from the BERT model, and it is widely used368

in mobile devices. The BERT-Base and RoBERTa-369

Base (Liu et al., 2019) models are evaluated as the370

most commonly used in the research community.371

We also run the BERT-Large and RoBERTa-Large372

models as stronger baselines. We use the whole-373

word masking version of BERT-Large instead of374

the token masking one from the original paper since375

it performs better.376

3.1.2 Free-form Models377

We run several versions of UnifiedQA mod-378

els (Khashabi et al., 2020) as strong generative QA379

baselines. UnifiedQA is based on T5 model (Raf-380

fel et al., 2019), a language model that has been381

pretrained on 750GB C4 text corpus. UnifiedQA382

further finetuned T5 models on 20 existing QA383

corpora spanning four diverse formats, including384

extractive, abstractive, multiple-choice, and yes/no385

questions. It has achieved state-of-the-art results386

on 10 factoid and commonsense QA datasets. We387

finetune UnifiedQA on our datasets with T5-Base,388

T5-Large size, and T5-3B. We report T5-11B size389

for the zero-shot performance.390

3.1.3 Retrieval Models391

Two retrieval baselines are investigated in this pa-392

per: BM25 and DPR-wiki (Karpukhin et al., 2020).393

The BM25 retriever is a bag-of-words retrieval394

function weighted by term frequency and inverse395

document frequency. The DPR-wiki model is a396

BERT-based dense retriever model trained for open-397

domain QA tasks, learning to retrieve the most398

relevant Wikipedia passage.399

3.2 Evaluation Metrics 400

We follow the standard evaluation metrics in the 401

QA community: exact match (EM) and F1 scores. 402

The EM score is a strict score that predicted an- 403

swers have to be the same as the ground truth 404

answers. The F1 score is calculated by tokens 405

overlapping between predicted answers and ground 406

truth answers. In addition, we also report the FZ- 407

R scores, which used the Levenshtein distance to 408

calculate the differences between sequences. We 409

follow Rajpurkar et al. (2016) to normalize the an- 410

swers in several ways: remove stop-words, remove 411

punctuation, and lowercase each character. We add 412

one step with the num2words and word2number 413

libraries to avoid prediction difference such as “2” 414

and “two”. 415

3.3 Performance Analysis 416

3.3.1 Chunk Mode 417

As the chunk mode results on the test set shown 418

in Table 4, UnifiedQA T5 models, in general, out- 419

perform BERT/RoBERTa models in the zero-shot 420

setting, and the performance increases as the size of 421

the model increases. This observation matches the 422

recent trend that large-scale pretrained language 423

model finetuned on aggregated datasets of a spe- 424

cific downstream task (e.g., QA tasks (Khashabi 425

et al., 2020) or dialogue task (Wu et al., 2020)) can 426

show state-of-the-art performance by knowledge 427

transfer. Due to the space limit, all the development 428

set results are shown in the Appendix. 429

We observe a big improvement from all the base- 430

lines after finetuning on our training set, suggest- 431

ing the effectiveness of our data to improve dia- 432

logue understanding. Those span-based models, 433

meanwhile, achieve similar performance to Uni- 434

fiedQA T5 models with smaller model sizes. BERT- 435

Base model has the largest improvement gain by 436
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BM25 Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 29.36 34.09 50.35 39.39 48.38 60.46
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 25.84 31.52 48.28 40.02 49.39 61.13
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 37.09 43.44 57.21 44.50 53.48 64.21
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 34.61 40.74 55.37 43.18 52.64 63.62
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 35.54 41.50 55.79 45.59 54.42 65.23
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 36.47 47.11 59.22 43.95 52.96 64.22
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 40.62 50.87 62.10 45.34 54.49 65.47
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 41.76 52.68 63.54 45.86 55.17 65.76

Table 5: Evaluation results: Full mode with BM25 retriever on the test set.

R@1 R@3 R@5 R@10
BM25 0.580 0.752 0.800 0.848
DPR-wiki 0.429 0.601 0.661 0.740

Table 6: BM25 and DPR-wiki result on the test set.

22.6 EM score after finetuning. We find that the437

UnifiedQA T5 model with 11B parameters cannot438

achieve performance as good as the 3B model, we439

guess that the released checkpoint has not been op-440

timized well by Khashabi et al. (2020). In addition,441

we estimate human performance by asking crowd442

workers to answer the QA pairs in a partial test set.443

We collect two answers for each question and select444

one that has a higher FZ-R score. We observe an445

EM score at around 80% and an F1 score at 90%,446

which still shows a remarkable gap with existing447

models.448

3.3.2 Full Mode449

The retriever results are shown in Table 6, in which450

we find that BM25 outperforms DPR-wiki by a451

large margin in our dataset on the recall@k mea-452

sure, where we report k = 1, 3, 5, 10. The two453

possible reasons are that 1) the difference in data454

distribution between Wikipedia and conversation455

is large and DPR is not able to properly transfer to456

unseen documents, and 2) questions in QAConv are457

more specific to those mentioned entities, which458

makes the BM25 method more reliable. We show459

the full mode results in Table 5 using BM25 (DPR-460

wiki results in the Appendix Table 16). We use461

the top one retrieved conversational chunk as in-462

put to feed the trained QA models. As a result,463

the performance of UnifiedQA (T5-3B) drops by464

18.2% EM score in the zero-shot setting, and the465

finetuned results of RoBERTa-Large drop by 22.2%466

EM score as well, suggesting a serious error propa-467

gation issue in the full mode that requires further468

investigation in the future work. 469

4 Error Analysis 470

We further check the results difference between 471

answerable and unanswerable questions in Table 7. 472

The UnifiedQA T5 models outperform span-based 473

models among the answerable questions, however, 474

they are not able to answer any unanswerable ques- 475

tions and keep predicting some “answers”. More in- 476

teresting, we observe that those span-based models 477

perform poorly on an answerable question, achiev- 478

ing high recall but low F1 on unanswerable ques- 479

tions for the binary setting (predict answerable or 480

unanswerable), implying that existing span-based 481

models tend to predict our task as unanswerable, 482

revealing their dialogue understanding weakness. 483

Then we check what kinds of QA samples in the 484

test set are improved the most while finetuning on 485

our training data using RoBERTa-Large. We find 486

that 75% of such samples are incorrectly predicted 487

to be unanswerable, which is consistent with the 488

results in Table 7. We also analyze the error pre- 489

diction after finetuning. We find that 35.5% are 490

what-question errors, 18.2% are which-question 491

errors, 12.1% are how-question errors, and 10.3% 492

are who-question errors. 493

In addition, we sample 100 QA pairs from the er- 494

rors which have an FZ-R score lower than 50% and 495

manually check and categorize these predicted an- 496

swers. We find out that 20% of such examples are 497

somehow reasonable and may be able to count as 498

correct answers (e.g., UCLA v.s. University of Cal- 499

ifornia, Jay Sonneburg v.s. Jay), 31% are predicted 500

wrong answers but with correct entity type (e.g., 501

Eurasia v.s. China, Susan Flynn v.s. Sara Shackle- 502

ton), 38% are wrong answers with different entity 503

types (e.g., prison v.s. drug test, Thanksgiving v.s., 504

fourth quarter), and 11% are classified as unanswer- 505

able questions wrongly. This finding reveals the 506
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Zero-Shot Finetune
Ans. Unans. Binary Ans. Unans. Binary

EM F1 Recall F1 EM F1 Recall F1
DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD) 38.12 45.32 77.97 16.84 57.81 70.00 46.89 40.85
BERT-Base (SQuAD2) 34.07 42.84 78.53 16.17 59.18 71.98 51.98 43.36
BERT-Large (SQuAD2) 52.15 61.66 80.79 24.41 65.44 77.76 54.80 49.39
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD2) 47.50 56.34 76.84 20.28 64.32 76.81 50.28 46.19
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD2) 48.91 58.32 87.57 23.18 68.25 79.81 58.76 54.55
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 54.59 68.81 0.0 0.0 65.99 78.11 45.20 43.30
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 61.80 75.31 0.0 0.0 67.54 80.05 51.41 51.17
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 62.97 76.78 0.0 0.0 67.74 80.35 61.02 55.21

Table 7: Answerable/Unanswerable results: Chunk mode on the test set.

weakness of current evaluation metrics that they507

cannot measure semantic distances between two508

different answers.509

5 Related Work510

QA datasets can be categorized into four groups.511

The first one is cloze-style QA where a model has512

to fill in the blanks. For example, the Children’s513

Book Test (Hill et al., 2015) and the Who-did-514

What dataset (Onishi et al., 2016). The second515

one is reading comprehension QA where a model516

picks the answers for multiple-choice questions or517

a yes/no question. For examples, RACE (Lai et al.,518

2017) and DREAM (Sun et al., 2019) datasets. The519

third one is span-based QA, such as SQuAD (Ra-520

jpurkar et al., 2016) and MS MARCO (Nguyen521

et al., 2016) dataset, where a model extracts a text522

span from the given context as the answer. The523

fourth one is open-domain QA, where the answers524

are selected and extracted from a large pool of pas-525

sages, e.g., the WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) and Nat-526

ural Question (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) datasets.527

Conversation-related QA tasks have focused on528

asking sequential questions and answers like a con-529

versation and are grounded on a short passage.530

CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) and QuAC (Choi et al.,531

2018) are the two most representative conversa-532

tional QA datasets under this category. CoQA533

contains conversational QA pairs, free-form an-534

swers along with text spans as rationales, and text535

passages from seven domains. QuAC collected536

data by a teacher-student setting on Wikipedia537

sections and it could be open-ended, unanswer-538

able, or context-specific questions. Closest to our539

work, Dream (Sun et al., 2019) is a multiple-choice540

dialogue-based reading comprehension examina-541

tion dataset, but the conversations are in daily542

chit-chat domains between two people. Friend-543

sQA (Yang and Choi, 2019) is compiled from tran- 544

scripts of the TV show Friends, which is also chit- 545

chat conversations among characters and only has 546

around one thousand dialogues. Molweni (Li et al., 547

2020) is built on top of Ubuntu corpus (Lowe et al., 548

2015) for machine-reading comprehension tasks, 549

but its conversations are short and focused on one 550

single domain, and their questions are less diverse 551

due to their data collection strategy (10 annotators). 552

In general, our task is also related to conversa- 553

tions as a knowledge source. The dialogue state 554

tracking task in task-oriented dialogue systems can 555

be viewed as one specific branch of this goal as 556

well, where tracking slots and values can be re- 557

framed as a QA task (McCann et al., 2018; Li et al., 558

2021b), e.g., “where is the location of the restau- 559

rant?”. Moreover, extracting user attributes from 560

open-domain conversations (Wu et al., 2019), get- 561

ting to know the user through conversations, can 562

be marked as one of the potential applications. The 563

very recently proposed query-based meeting sum- 564

marization dataset, QMSum (Zhong et al., 2021), 565

can be viewed as one application of treating con- 566

versations as databases and conduct an abstractive 567

question answering task. 568

6 Conclusion 569

QAConv is a new dataset that conducts QA on in- 570

formative conversations such as emails, panels, and 571

channels. It has 34,608 questions including span- 572

based and unanswerable questions. We show the 573

unique challenges of our tasks in both chunk mode 574

with oracle partial conversations and full mode with 575

a retrieval stage. We find that state-of-the-art QA 576

models have limited dialogue understanding and 577

tend to predict our answerable QA pairs as unan- 578

swerable. We provide a new testbed for QA on 579

conversation tasks to facilitate future research. 580
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A Appendix815

A.1 Dataset documentation and intended816

uses817

We follow datasheets for datasets guideline to doc-818

ument the followings.819

A.1.1 Motivation820

• For what purpose was the dataset created? Was821

there a specific task in mind? Was there a specific822

gap that needed to be filled?823

– QAConv is created to test understanding of824

informative conversations such as business825

emails, panel discussions, and work chan-826

nels. It is designed for QA on informa-827

tive conversations to fill the gap of common828

Wikipedia-based QA tasks.829

• Who created the dataset (e.g., which team, re-830

search group) and on behalf of which entity (e.g.,831

company, institution, organization)?832

– Anonymous (under review)833

• Who funded the creation of the dataset? If there834

is an associated grant, please provide the name835

of the grantor and the grant name and number.836

– Anonymous (under review)837

A.1.2 Composition838

• What do the instances that comprise the dataset839

represent (e.g., documents, photos, people, coun-840

tries)? Are there multiple types of instances (e.g.,841

movies, users, and ratings; people and interac-842

tions between them; nodes and edges)? Please843

provide a description.844

– QAConv has conversations (text) among845

speakers (people) and a set of corresponding846

QA pairs (text).847

• How many instances are there in total (of each848

type, if appropriate)?849

– QAConv has 34,608 QA pairs and 10,259850

conversations. Each conversation has 568.8851

words in average and the longest one has852

19,917 words.853

• Does the dataset contain all possible instances854

or is it a sample (not necessarily random) of in-855

stances from a larger set? If the dataset is a sam-856

ple, then what is the larger set? Is the sample857

representative of the larger set (e.g., geographic858

coverage)? If so, please describe how this repre- 859

sentativeness was validated/verified. If it is not 860

representative of the larger set, please describe 861

why not (e.g., to cover a more diverse range of 862

instances, because instances were withheld or 863

unavailable). 864

– The conversations in QAConv are ran- 865

domly sampled from several conversational 866

datasets, including BC3, Enron, Court, Me- 867

dia, and Slack, and the number of samples 868

is decided based on related work and the 869

budget. 870

• What data does each instance consist of? “Raw” 871

data (e.g., unprocessed text or images) or fea- 872

tures? In either case, please provide a descrip- 873

tion. 874

– Each sample has raw text of conversations, 875

speaker names, and QA pairs. 876

• Is there a label or target associated with each 877

instance? If so, please provide a description. 878

– Each answerable sample has at least one 879

possible answer in a list format. 880

• Is any information missing from individual in- 881

stances? If so, please provide a description, ex- 882

plaining why this information is missing (e.g., be- 883

cause it was unavailable). This does not include 884

intentionally removed information, but might in- 885

clude, e.g., redacted text. 886

– We do not include the crowd worker infor- 887

mation due to the potential privacy issue. 888

• Are relationships between individual instances 889

made explicit (e.g., users’ movie ratings, social 890

network links)? If so, please describe how these 891

relationships are made explicit. 892

– N/A 893

• Are there recommended data splits (e.g., training, 894

development/validation, testing)? If so, please 895

provide a description of these splits, explaining 896

the rationale behind them. 897

– We provide official training, development, 898

and testing splits. 899

• Are there any errors, sources of noise, or redun- 900

dancies in the dataset? If so, please provide a 901

description. 902
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– There could have some potential noise of903

question or answer annotation.904

• Is the dataset self-contained, or does it link to or905

otherwise rely on external resources (e.g., web-906

sites, tweets, other datasets)? If it links to or907

relies on external resources, a) are there guar-908

antees that they will exist, and remain constant,909

over time; b) are there official archival versions910

of the complete dataset (i.e., including the ex-911

ternal resources as they existed at the time the912

dataset was created); c) are there any restrictions]913

(e.g., licenses, fees) associated with any of the914

external resources that might apply to a future915

user? Please provide descriptions of all exter-916

nal resources and any restrictions associated with917

them, as well as links or other access points, as918

appropriate.919

– QAConv is self-contained.920

• Does the dataset contain data that might be con-921

sidered confidential (e.g., data that is protected by922

legal privilege or by doctorpatient confidentiality,923

data that includes the content of individuals’ non-924

public communications)? If so, please provide a925

description.926

– No, all the samples in QAConv is public927

available.928

• Does the dataset contain data that, if viewed di-929

rectly, might be offensive, insulting, threatening,930

or might otherwise cause anxiety? If so, please931

describe why.932

– No933

• Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you may934

skip the remaining questions in this section.935

– Yes936

• Does the dataset identify any subpopulations937

(e.g., by age, gender)? If so, please describe938

how these subpopulations are identified and pro-939

vide a description of their respective distributions940

within the dataset.941

– QAConv contains different speakers with942

their names. Some samples have their role943

information, e.g., petitioner.944

• Is it possible to identify individuals (i.e., one945

or more natural persons), either directly or indi-946

rectly (i.e., in combination with other data) from947

the dataset? If so, please describe how.948

– Yes, because some of the conversations are 949

coming from public forums, therefore, peo- 950

ple may be able to find the original speaker 951

if they find the original media source. 952

• Does the dataset contain data that might be con- 953

sidered sensitive in any way (e.g., data that re- 954

veals racial or ethnic origins, sexual. orientations, 955

religious beliefs, political opinions or union mem- 956

berships, or locations; financial or health data; 957

biometric or genetic data; forms of government 958

identification, such as social security numbers; 959

criminal history)? If so, please provide a descrip- 960

tion. 961

– N/A. 962

A.1.3 Collection Process 963

• How was the data associated with each instance 964

acquired? Was the data directly observable 965

(e.g., raw text, movie ratings), reported by sub- 966

jects (e.g., survey responses), or indirectly in- 967

ferred/derived from other data (e.g., part-of- 968

speech tags, model-based guesses for age or lan- 969

guage)? If data was reported by subjects or indi- 970

rectly inferred/derived from other data, was the 971

data validated/verified? If so, please describe 972

how. 973

– The QA data is collected by Amazon Me- 974

chanical Turk. The data is directly observ- 975

able. 976

• What mechanisms or procedures were used to 977

collect the data (e.g., hardware apparatus or sen- 978

sor, manual human curation, software program, 979

software API)? How were these mechanisms or 980

procedures validated? If the dataset is a sample 981

from a larger set, what was the sampling strategy 982

(e.g., deterministic, probabilistic with specific 983

sampling probabilities)? 984

– The QA data is collected by Amazon Me- 985

chanical Turk, we design a user interface 986

with instructions on the top and then given 987

partial conversation as context. 988

• Who was involved in the data collection process 989

(e.g., students, crowdworkers, contractors) and 990

how were they compensated (e.g., how much 991

were crowdworkers paid)? 992

– Crowdworkers. We paid them roughly $8- 993

10 per hour, calculated by the average time 994

to read and wriite one QA pair is approxi- 995

mately 4 minutes. 996
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• Over what timeframe was the data collected?997

Does this timeframe match the creation time-998

frame of the data associated with the instances999

(e.g., recent crawl of old news articles)? If not,1000

please describe the timeframe in which the data1001

associated with the instances was created.1002

– The data was collected during Feb 2021 to1003

March 2021.1004

• Were any ethical review processes conducted1005

(e.g., by an institutional review board)? If so,1006

please provide a description of these review pro-1007

cesses, including the outcomes, as well as a link1008

or other access point to any supporting documen-1009

tation.1010

– We have conduct an internal ethical review1011

process by Anonymous (under review)1012

• Does the dataset relate to people? If not, you1013

may skip the remainder of the questions in this1014

section.1015

– Yes.1016

• Did you collect the data from the individuals in1017

question directly, or obtain it via third parties or1018

other sources (e.g., websites)?1019

– We obtain the data through AMT website.1020

• Were the individuals in question notified about1021

the data collection? If so, please describe (or1022

show with screenshots or other information) how1023

notice was provided, and provide a link or other1024

access point to, or otherwise reproduce, the exact1025

language of the notification itself.1026

– Yes, the turkers know the data collect pro-1027

cedure. Screenshots are shown Figure 4,1028

Figure 5, Figure 6 in the Appendix.1029

• Did the individuals in question consent to the1030

collection and use of their data? If so, please1031

describe (or show with screenshots or other infor-1032

mation) how consent was requested and provided,1033

and provide a link or other access point to, or oth-1034

erwise reproduce, the exact language to which1035

the individuals consented.1036

– AMT has its own data policy.1037

https://www.mturk.com/1038

acceptable-use-policy.1039

• If consent was obtained, were the consenting1040

individuals provided with a mechanism to revoke1041

their consent in the future or for certain uses? 1042

If so, please provide a description, as well as a 1043

link or other access point to the mechanism (if 1044

appropriate). 1045

– https://www.mturk.com/ 1046

acceptable-use-policy. 1047

• Has an analysis of the potential impact of the 1048

dataset and its use on data subjects (e.g., a data 1049

protection impact analysis) been conducted? If 1050

so, please provide a description of this analysis, 1051

including the outcomes, as well as a link or other 1052

access point to any supporting documentation. 1053

– N/A 1054

A.1.4 Preprocessing/cleaning/labeling 1055

• Was any preprocessing/cleaning/labeling of the 1056

data done (e.g., discretization or bucketing, tok- 1057

enization, part-of-speech tagging, SIFT feature 1058

extraction, removal of instances, processing of 1059

missing values)? If so, please provide a descrip- 1060

tion. If not, you may skip the. remainder of the 1061

questions in this section. 1062

– We conduct data cleaning such as remov- 1063

ing code snippets before asking the crowd 1064

workers to provide corresponding QA pairs. 1065

Thus, no additional cleaning or preprocess- 1066

ing is done for the released dataset, only the 1067

reading scripts used to change the format 1068

for model reading are used. 1069

• Was the “raw” data saved in addition to the pre- 1070

processed/cleaned/labeled data (e.g., to support 1071

unanticipated future uses)? If so, please provide 1072

a link or other access point to the “raw” data. 1073

– Yes, in the same link. 1074

• Is the software used to preprocess/clean/label the 1075

instances available? If so, please provide a link 1076

or other access point. 1077

– Yes, at Anonymous (under review) 1078

A.1.5 Uses 1079

• Has the dataset been used for any tasks already? 1080

If so, please provide a description. 1081

– It is proposed to use for QA on conversa- 1082

tions task. 1083

• Is there a repository that links to any or all papers 1084

or systems that use the dataset? If so, please 1085

provide a link or other access point. 1086
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– It is a new dataset. We run existing state-of-1087

the-art models and release the code.1088

• What (other) tasks could the dataset be used for?1089

– Many conversational AI related tasks can1090

be applied or transferred, for examples, con-1091

versational retrieval and conversational ma-1092

chine reading.1093

• Is there anything about the composition of the1094

dataset or the way it was collected and prepro-1095

cessed/cleaned/labeled that might impact future1096

uses? For example, is there anything that a future1097

user might need to know to avoid uses that could1098

result in unfair treatment of individuals or groups1099

(e.g., stereotyping, quality of service issues) or1100

other undesirable harms (e.g., financial harms,1101

legal risks) If so, please provide a description. Is1102

there anything a future user could do to mitigate1103

these undesirable harms?1104

– Different ways to disentangle conversations1105

could impact the overall performance. In1106

our current setting, we use and release the1107

buffer-based chunking mechanism.1108

• Are there tasks for which the dataset should not1109

be used? If so, please provide a description.1110

– Conversations from Media corpus should1111

not be used for commercial usage.1112

A.1.6 Distribution1113

• Will the dataset be distributed to third parties1114

outside of the entity (e.g., company, institution,1115

organization) on behalf of which the dataset was1116

created? If so, please provide a description.1117

– No.1118

• How will the dataset will be distributed (e.g., tar-1119

ball on website, API, GitHub)? Does the dataset1120

have a digital object identifier (DOI)?1121

– Release on Github. No DOI.1122

• When will the dataset be distributed?1123

– Anonymous (under review)1124

• Will the dataset be distributed under a copyright1125

or other intellectual property (IP) license, and/or1126

under applicable terms of use (ToU)? If so, please1127

describe this license and/or ToU, and provide a1128

link or other access point to, or otherwise repro-1129

duce, any relevant licensing terms or ToU, as well1130

as any fees associated with these restrictions.1131

– BSD 3-Clause "New" or "Revised" License. 1132

• Have any third parties imposed IP-based or other 1133

restrictions on the data associated with the in- 1134

stances? If so, please describe these restrictions, 1135

and provide a link or other access point to, or oth- 1136

erwise reproduce, any relevant licensing terms, 1137

as well as any fees associated with these restric- 1138

tions. 1139

– No. 1140

• Do any export controls or other regulatory re- 1141

strictions apply to the dataset or to individual 1142

instances? If so, please describe these restric- 1143

tions, and provide a link or other access point 1144

to, or otherwise reproduce, any supporting docu- 1145

mentation. 1146

– Media dataset is restricted their conversa- 1147

tions to be research-only usage. 1148

https://github.com/ 1149

zcgzcgzcg1/MediaSum 1150

A.1.7 Maintenance 1151

• Who is supporting/hosting/maintaining the 1152

dataset? 1153

– Anonymous (under review) 1154

• How can the owner/curator/manager of the 1155

dataset be contacted (e.g., email address)? 1156

– Create an open issue on our Github reposi- 1157

tory or contact the authors. 1158

• Is there an erratum? If so, please provide a link 1159

or other access point. 1160

– No. 1161

• Will the dataset be updated (e.g., to correct label- 1162

ing errors, add new instances, delete instances)? 1163

If so, please describe how often, by whom, and 1164

how updates will be communicated to users (e.g., 1165

mailing list, GitHub)? 1166

– No. If we plan to update in the future, we 1167

will indicate the information on our Github 1168

repository. 1169

• If the dataset relates to people, are there applica- 1170

ble limits on the retention of the data associated 1171

with the instances (e.g., were individuals in ques- 1172

tion told that their data would be retained for a 1173

fixed period of time and then deleted)? If so, 1174

please describe these limits and explain how they 1175

will be enforced. 1176
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– No.1177

• Will older versions of the dataset continue to1178

be supported/hosted/maintained? If so, please1179

describe how. If not, please describe how its1180

obsolescence will be communicated to users.1181

– Yes. If we plan to update the data, we will1182

keep the original version available and then1183

release the follow-up version, for example,1184

QAConv-2.01185

• If others want to extend/augment/build1186

on/contribute to the dataset, is there a mechanism1187

for them to do so? If so, please provide1188

a description. Will these contributions be1189

validated/verified? If so, please describe how. If1190

not, why not? Is there a process for communi-1191

cating/distributing these contributions to other1192

users? If so, please provide a description.1193

– Yes, they can submit a Github pull request1194

or contact us privately.1195

A.2 Data Usage1196

The authors bear all responsibility in case of vio-1197

lation of rights. We have used only the publicly1198

available transcripts data and adhere to their guide-1199

line, for example, the Media data is for research-1200

purpose only and cannot be used for commercial1201

purpose. As conversations may have biased views,1202

for example, specific political opinions from speak-1203

ers, the transcripts and QA pairs will likely contain1204

them. The content of the transcripts and summaries1205

only reflect the views of the speakers, not the au-1206

thors’ point-of-views. We would like to remind our1207

dataset users that there could have potential bias,1208

toxicity, and subjective opinions in the selected1209

conversations which may impact model training.1210

Please view the content and data usage with discre-1211

tion.1212

A.3 Test Data Additional Verification1213

After random split, we run an additional verifica-1214

tion step on the dev and test set. If the new collected1215

answer is very similar with the original answer1216

(FZR score > 90), we keep the original answer. If1217

the new answer is similar within a margin (90 >1218

FZR score > 75), we keep both answers. If the new1219

answer is very different from the original answer1220

(75 > FZR score), we will run one more verification1221

step to get the 3rd answers. We pick the most sim-1222

ilar two answers as the gold answers if their FZR1223

score is > 75, otherwise, we manually looked into 1224

those controversial QA pairs and made the final 1225

judgement. 1226

A.4 License and Privacy 1227

• BC3: Creative Commons Attribution-Share 1228

Alike 3.0 Unported License. (https: 1229

//www.cs.ubc.ca/cs-research/ 1230

lci/research-groups/ 1231

natural-language-processing/ 1232

bc3.html) 1233

• Enron: Creative Commons At- 1234

tribution 3.0 United States li- 1235

cense. (https://enrondata. 1236

readthedocs.io/en/latest/data/ 1237

edo-enron-email-pst-dataset/) 1238

• Court: This material is based upon work 1239

supported in part by the National Science 1240

Foundation under grant IIS-0910664. Any 1241

opinions, findings, and conclusions or 1242

recommendations expressed above are those 1243

of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect 1244

the views of the National Science Foundation. 1245

(https://confluence.cornell. 1246

edu/display/llresearch/ 1247

Supreme+Court+Dialogs+Corpus) 1248

• Media: Only the publicly available tran- 1249

scripts data from the media sources are 1250

included. (https://github.com/ 1251

zcgzcgzcg1/MediaSum/) 1252

• Slack: Numerous public Slack chat channels 1253

(https://slack.com/) have recently 1254

become available that are focused on specific 1255

software engineering-related discussion topics 1256

(https://github.com/preethac/ 1257

Software-related-Slack-Chats-with-Disentangled-Conversations)1258

A.5 Human evaluation description of 1259

human-written and machine-generated 1260

questions. 1261

Rate [Fluency of the question]: 1262

• (A) The question is fluent and has good gram- 1263

mar. I can understand clearly. 1264

• (B) The question is somewhat fluent with 1265

some minor grammar errors. But it does not 1266

influence my reading. 1267

• (C) The question is not fluent and has serious 1268

grammar error. I can hardly understand it. 1269
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Rate [Complexity of the question]:1270

• (A) The answer to the question is hard to find.1271

I have to read the whole conversation back-1272

and-forth more than one time.1273

• (B) The answer to the question is not that1274

hard to find. I can find the answer by reading1275

several sentences once.1276

• (C) The answer to the question is easy to find.1277

I can find the answer by only reading only one1278

sentence.1279

Rate [Confidence of the answer]:1280

• (A) I am confident that my answer is correct.1281

• (B) I am not confident that my answer is cor-1282

rect.1283

A.6 Computational Details1284

We train most of our experiments on 2 V1001285

NVIDIA GPUs with a batch size that maximizes1286

their memory usage, except T5-3B we train on1287

four A100 NVIDIA GPUs with batch size 1 with1288

several parallel tricks, such as fp16, sharded_ddp1289

and deepseep library. We train 10 epochs for all1290

T5 models and 5 epochs for all BERT-based mod-1291

els. We release hyper-parameter setting and trained1292

models to help reproduce baseline results.1293

R@1 R@3 R@5 R@10
BM25 0.586 0.757 0.802 0.852
DPR-wiki 0.424 0.590 0.660 0.741

Table 8: Retriever results: BM25 on the dev set.
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BC3 Enron Court
Full Chunk Full Chunk Full Chunk

Questions 174 8,647 10,037
Dialogues 40 84 3,257 4,220 125 4,923
Avg/Max Words 514.9 / 1,236 245.2 / 593 383.6 / 69,13 285.8 / 6,787 13,143.4 / 19,917 330.7 / 1,551
Avg/Max Speakers 4.8 / 8 2.7 / 6 2.7 / 10 2.2 / 8 10.3 / 14 2.7 / 7

Media Slack
Full Chunk Full Chunk

Questions 9,753 5,997
Dialogues 699 4,812 6,138 4,689
Avg/Max Words 2,009.6 / 11,851 288.7 / 537 247.2 / 4,777 307.2 / 694
Avg/Max Speakers 4.4/ 32 2.4 / 11 2.5 / 15 4.3 / 14

Table 9: Dataset statistics of different dialogue sources.

QAConv Squad 2.0 QuAC CoQA Molweni FriendQA DREAM
what (29.09%) what (49.07%) what (35.67%) what (31.02%) what (65.9%) what (19.97%) what (53.33%)

which (27.21%) how (9.54%) did (19.19%) who (13.43%) how (11.4%) who (18.1%) how (11.32%)
how (11.54%) who (8.36%) how (8.13%) how (9.38%) who (7.54%) where (16.07%) where (10.29%)
who (9.99%) when (6.2%) was (6.05%) did (8.0%) why (5.57%) why (15.99%) why (7.94%)
when (6.03%) in (4.35%) are (5.45%) where (6.41%) where (5.54%) how (15.14%) when (5.05%)
where (4.48%) where (3.62%) when (5.43%) was (4.53%) when (1.84%) when (11.76%) who (2.89%)
why (2.75%) which (2.83%) who (4.62%) when (3.29%) which (1.53%) which (0.51%) which (2.84%)
in (1.79%) the (2.47%) why (3.11%) why (2.73%) whose (0.12%) at (0.34%) the (1.57%)
the (1.46%) why (1.58%) where (3.06%) is (2.69%) is (0.09%) monica (0.34%) according (0.59%)
on (0.38%) along (0.36%) is (1.74%) does (2.09%) did (0.08%) whom (0.25%) in (0.49%)

Other (5.27%) Other (11.62%) Other (7.55%) Other (16.41%) others (0.42%) Other (1.52%) Other (3.68%)

Table 10: Question type distributions: Top 10.

Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

Human Performance 64.3 80.2 - - - -
DialogueGCN* - - - 45.7 61.0 -
DADgraph* - - - 46.5 61.5 -
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 3626 45.90 56.90 53.43 66.85 73.50
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 38.42 51.37 60.33 53.92 67.47 73.62
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 34.52 53.64 63.08 52.14 69.04 75.38
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 35.01 55.51 64.14 52.14 69.21 75.25

Table 11: Evaluation results: Molweni on the test set. * number is obtained from the original paper.

Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

QG T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 45.63 58.27 67.90 61.20 72.04 77.99
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 53.68 64.99 72.78 62.64 73.31 79.00
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 55.81 66.85 74.30 62.41 73.35 78.80

HW T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 55.50 69.53 76.27 67.11 79.04 83.77
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 61.69 75.42 80.49 69.07 81.68 85.57
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 62.24 76.56 81.46 70.22 82.82 86.36

Table 12: QG v.s. HW questions: test set results
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DPR-wiki Zero-Shot Fine-Tune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 10.90 12.56 34.63 11.83 15.47 36.33
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 9.48 11.03 33.49 11.75 15.64 36.71
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 12.35 14.15 35.63 12.97 16.79 37.61
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 11.66 13.43 35.30 12.24 16.05 37.01
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 11.88 13.62 35.37 13.22 17.00 37.94
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 8.93 14.65 35.31 12.70 16.70 37.64
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 10.30 16.10 36.46 13.41 17.50 38.14
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 10.65 17.46 38.25 13.36 17.84 38.68

Table 13: Evaluation results: Full mode with DPR-wiki on the test set.

Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 39.92 47.66 60.50 56.72 69.26 76.06
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 36.37 44.74 58.20 59.56 71.04 77.64
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 52.27 61.46 70.37 64.21 75.95 81.25
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 50.25 59.25 68.95 63.03 74.93 80.47
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 51.26 60.78 70.02 66.17 77.87 83.00
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 51.45 65.99 73.47 63.77 76.22 81.28
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 58.20 71.45 77.85 66.07 78.53 83.33
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 59.78 72.76 78.80 67.32 79.32 83.82
T5-11B (UnifiedQA) 45.14 61.55 69.12 - - -

Table 14: Evaluation results: Chunk mode on the dev set.

Zero-Shot Finetune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 28.93 34.55 51.03 38.66 48.70 60.80
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 26.20 32.22 49.14 40.25 49.58 61.72
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 36.20 42.94 56.98 43.09 52.70 64.02
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 35.93 42.32 56.59 43.03 52.43 63.69
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 35.93 42.71 56.85 45.19 54.33 65.45
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 35.44 47.05 59.56 43.74 53.54 64.45
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 39.56 50.82 62.40 44.40 54.58 65.31
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 40.79 52.11 63.63 46.37 56.16 66.59

Table 15: Evaluation results: Full mode with BM25 on the dev set.

DPR-wiki Zero-Shot Fine-Tune
EM F1 FZ-R EM F1 FZ-R

DistilBERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 11.04 12.32 34.83 11.64 15.23 36.61
BERT-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 9.73 10.94 33.89 12.32 15.54 36.66
BERT-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 13.01 14.41 36.35 13.31 16.69 37.62
RoBERTa-Base (SQuAD 2.0) 12.40 13.76 35.93 13.11 16.46 37.47
RoBERTa-Large (SQuAD 2.0) 12.57 13.97 35.92 13.77 16.90 37.89
T5-Base (UnifiedQA) 8.85 13.88 35.13 12.62 16.26 37.54
T5-Large (UnifiedQA) 9.95 15.28 36.55 13.31 17.27 38.22
T5-3B (UnifiedQA) 11.04 16.97 38.16 14.04 17.74 38.72

Table 16: Evaluation results: Full mode with DPR-wiki on the dev set.
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Relevant Context Question Answer
... David Klinger: There’s a term of art
called awful, but lawful. So sometimes
officers are involved in shootings that
don’t really sound that good, but the law
says it was an appropriate ...

what can be awful but lawful? officer involved shootings

... one foreign government should not
be able to come into our courts and
enforce its sovereign power by using
our courts to collect taxes from our
citizens...

how do one foreign government
should not be able to come into the
courts and enforce its sovereign power?

by using the courts to
collect taxes from the citizens.

... directly in your mutable set without
worrying about it, since there can only
be expansion in one module per visit
to your module. so you’ll never end up
with ‘’module‘ being returned for two
different modules before your mutable
set is emptied. gonzalo: so, to ...

how many expansions can be
in one module per visit?

one expansion per visit

Table 17: Examples of multi-span answers in QAConv

Figure 3: Diversity in answers in all categories.
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Partial Context

...

Steve Duffy: ..., but I don’t know if Enron would even consider this. Studdert might have\nthe best feel for this.
Separately, the defendant group will get back to us\non any offer they might be willing to make to settle just the
Montana case,\nbut it appears that their real interest would be in a \"global\" deal. Any\ncomments? SWD

Michael Burke: Steve, Stan and I have discussed this and we agree that Mike Moran should\ntake the lead and
explore all aspects of an Enron Global deal. I know that\nyou will assist Mike in this endeavor. thanks, mike

Steve Duffy: Sounds good. Mike Moran has the numbers for our Montana lawyers and I will\nassist him any
way I can. The big question is whether Enron, as a whole,\nwould be willing to give up any protection they might
still have under the\nold InterNorth policies. SWD

...
Question What person has the numbers for the Montana lawyers and is best qualified to explore the deal?

Partial Context

...

OFEIBEA QUIST-ARCTON, BYLINE: One woman we spoke to has lived here all her life. She was born here,
married here, has children here. She said I’m going. I don’t feel safe. You know, the ground was shaking when we
heard those bombs. We don’t feel ...

JENNIFER LUDDEN, HOST:
We are talking about the tensions and violence in Nigeria. We’ll have more with NPR’s Ofeibea Quist-Arcton from
Nigeria, and also former Ambassador John Campbell coming up. We’ll also talk with an activist from Nigeria. If
you have questions, ...

JENNIFER LUDDEN, HOST: This is TALK OF THE NATION from NPR News. I’m Jennifer Ludden. Nigeria has
long faced challenges from corruption, an economy that relies on oil exports and simmering ethnic and religious tensions,
tensions made evident in the recent series of bombings by Boko Haram, the militant ...

JENNIFER LUDDEN, HOST:
It’s the latest crisis for President Goodluck Jonathan. We’re talking today with Ofeibea Quist-Arcton, NPR’s foreign
correspondent, now in Kano, Nigeria; and John Campbell, former U.S. ambassador and political counselor to Nigeria.
He’s now a senior fellow for Africa policy studies at the Council on Foreign Relations.
...

Question Who is the president of the country where Ofeibea quist-arcton is talking about the tensions and violence in Nigeria ?

Partial Context

...

Karoline: are you using pytest? there are a couple of plugins for parallelization
Valeri: Yes pytest
Eliana: pytest-xdist is pretty good
Valeri: What does that do?
Karoline
: yeah that and
pytest-parallel are worth a look
. basically they
allow you to paralelize your tests
Valeri: Okay
Valeri: Will definitely look into those
Valeri: Thanks <@Eliana><@Karoline>,taco,

. . .
Question What program allows the user to parallelize the tests and is recommended by Karoline?

Partial Context

. . .

MR. FREEDMAN (RESPONDENT): . . . They both deserve the death penalty. They – they were – the prosecutors
were aware that the – the death penalty is what stirs the pot here, and so they were urging somebody to be the shooter
to get the death penalty. If this wasn’t a death penalty case, I don’t think they – it would have mattered who killed who.
And so they were urging –

JUSTICE KENNEDY: Well, I think there’s quite a difference in – in case A where you say our position is that Stumpf
was the shooter, pure and simple. That’s it. In case B, they say we think Stumpf was the shooter. We’re not 100 percent
sure, but he should get the death penalty. The alternative is before the sentencer and the sentencer can make that
determination.

. . .
Question Which person was mentioned as the shooter in case A and B?

Table 18: Examples of multi-hop questions
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Figure 4: Screenshot for human-written QA collection.

Figure 5: Screenshot for machine-generated QA collection.
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Figure 6: Screenshot for QA verification.
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